Special FX Makeup
Competition
Zombie CHARACTER/PROSTHETIC COMPETITION
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One model per competitor. Competitors are required to performed a PT test and Model release by morning of competition
No assistants will be permitted. The competitor must apply all make-up by him/herself.
No foam latex , silicone or gelatin mask allowed . As well as silicon and pros aide transfers . All prosthetics must be built and applied on
location during competition
Outside appliances are not permitted—with the exception of a bald cap or lace hair pieces.
Models must arrive with no make-up on prior to the start of the competition. If models arrive with make-up on, they will be required to
remove it.
Hair and wardrobe may be done in advance, but hair is worth up to five extra-credit points, so if it is done in advance, competitor will not
qualify for the extra credit.
Models must be prepared to show a “before” photo of themselves on the day of the competition. (Points will be deducted if photo is not
supplied.)
Talking will not be permitted during the competition unless it aids the make-up artist in application of make-up to the model.
All competitors must supply their own make-up.
Nudity is not allowed. If you are not sure if your design will comply, contact the show management for approval.
There will be no air brush makeup allowed.
No blood allowed in mouth - unless mouth safe
Each competitor must be a current student or recent graduate before state board.

Judging
Decisions made by competition judges are and will remain final.
1. Competitors’ make-up will be judged based on the following criteria: Character Design, Appliance Application, Use of Color and Overall
Presentation. Hairstyling—including laying or dressing hair, or applying a bald cap—is worth up to five extra-credit points.
2. Each criteria will be worth a possible 10 points, with a score of one being the lowest and ten being the highest.
3. Costumes will not be judged.
4. First, Second and Third Place will be awarded in themed category.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Competitors will share an eight-foot table with one other competitor. The following will be provided at each competitor’s station:
 station with no mirror
 One chair for the model
 One wastebasket
 There will be electric outlet available. Please be aware of dry time
Should a problem arise, please notify the Competition Official. Please note: Failure to follow Make-up Competition rules, regulations, and guidelines
may result in disqualification from the competition.

Approved product and adhesives

Suggested Brands

Pros aide
spearmint gum
3rd degree burn
Sculpting gel
latex
Mortician wax - scare , ears and nose wax
Only non toxic paint and FDA approved makeup
blood in containers 4oz. and under only
fake puss

Ben Nye
Mehron
Krylon
Skin illustrator
Graftobian
Niguels
Dermaflauge

Special Fx stores in LA
Nigel Beauty Emporium
11252 W Magnolia Blvd, North Hollywood, CA 91601
Frends Beauty
5244 Laurel Canyon Blvd, Valley Village, CA 9160

